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Bitspower Summit CPU
Block for LGA 3647

(Narrow)Copper Limited
Edition

$119.50

Product Images

Short Description

With high processing power come high heat management expectations. In order to keep your Intel Xeon
processor under optimum working conditions, Bitspower brings forward the ultimate water block for the LGA
3647 socket with the Summit CPU block. Engineered for direct water injection, the Summit block manages the
heat with a high flow of coolant directly on top of the fins, keeping the CPU under low temperatures without
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wasting a second. Fashioned with the copper top layer and base plate, the Summit CPU block features a
narrow footprint to ensure it doesn’t interfere with the RAM slots.

Description

With high processing power come high heat management expectations. In order to keep your Intel Xeon
processor under optimum working conditions, Bitspower brings forward the ultimate water block for the LGA
3647 socket with the Summit CPU block. Engineered for direct water injection, the Summit block manages the
heat with a high flow of coolant directly on top of the fins, keeping the CPU under low temperatures without
wasting a second. Fashioned with the copper top layer and base plate, the Summit CPU block features a
narrow footprint to ensure it doesn’t interfere with the RAM slots.

Specifications

Dimension(LxWxH) : 108x79.8x19.5 MM
Block TOP Color : Silver
Thread : G1/4" x 2

Compatibility :
Intel Socket LGA 3647 (Narrow)

Included :
1Set of Mounting accessory screws

*** Bitspower reserves the right to change the product design and interpretations. These are subject to
change without notice. Product colors and accessories are based on the actual product. ***
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Additional Information

Brand Bitspower

SKU BP-CPUNLGA3647-SL

Weight 2.0000

Color Chrome

CPU Series Intel LGA 3647

Block CPU Type Intel

Block Style Copper-Nickel

Vendor SKU/EAN 4712914782946


